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The rural town of Capella is renowned for it's

productive fertile soils and spectacular scenery.

But as with any town, a secure, cost-effective

water supply is crucial to the lifestyle,

prosperity and economic growth of the

community.

Facing dry conditions for more than a decade,

maintaining an adequate supply to residents

has been a constant challenge.

While some of the town's water comes from

Capella Creek, this is often not running.

During these periods, raw water is pumped from

Tieri to Capella via a 35 km pipeline.

However, the almost 20-year-old pipeline is

damaged extensively and leaks or bursts daily. 

As the population and demand for water

increases, these failures are exacerbated,

becoming more frequent and harder to fix.

Severe water restrictions are often council's

only option to maintain supply, hindering the 

 productivity and liveability of the area. 

The existing raw water pipeline is in urgent

need of upgrade and rectification works.

Without these works, the future of Capella's

water is uncertain.

It is also imperative to council's ability to

continue meeting drinking water requirements.

An upgrade to the pipeline will ensure a

consistent supply of high quality drinking water

for the Capella community, improve water

security and unlock the town's economic

development opportunities. 

Council engineers are currently investigating a

design proposal, including optimised staging,

material, and construction requirements to

make the aging infrastructure redundant.
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Outcome sought

$18 M to design and construct an upgrade of

the existing raw water pipeline in stages.

By maintaining/increasing the raw water

pipeline supply capacity and

subsequently increasing the maximum

output of treated water from the Capella

plant, council can meet the increasing

treated water demand.

The upgraded asset would have a

longer lifespan.

Improved water security will unlock

economic development opportunities

for the area.

An upgrade to the pipeline will ensure

two critical benefits:

Consistently supply a high quality of

drinking water to the Capella

community

As a drinking water service provider,

council would be able to consistently

meet legislative local government

requirements of the Australian

Drinking Water Guidelines and Public

Health Regulations and regular

audits

Benefits
Increased water security for Capella

Water quality
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